
 

SATURDAY – BIKE TOUR AROUND LISBON 
DESCRIPTION: With its seven hills, Lisbon may not be the ideal town for cycling, but they have designed the 

perfect itinerary for a nice, relaxed and easy Lisbon Bike Tour. During 3 and a half hours, you will cycle the 

heart of historical Lisbon and follow along the river side, learning about the past and present of this European 

capital. The bike tour starts at the top of Parque Eduardo VII near El Corte Inglês and finishes by the river 

Tagus in Torre de Belém, the spot where the ancient mariners sailed off to discover the New World. After the 

finish in Belém, you will be on your own, where you can have a snack (they suggest a couple of nice places) 

and you can visit the area with its fine monuments and museums in the afternoon. 

MEETING POINT: Alameda Cardeal Cerejeira in the top of Park Eduard VII AT 9.30 a.m. 

                                  

SCHEDULE: Every day of the year, 7 days a week (or you can check availability on their site 

https://lisbonbiketour.rezdy.com/) 

RESERVATION: Booking in advance through their online system or e-mail or phone, they check their mails 

regularly and you will be answered quickly, +351 912 272 300, info@lisbonbiketour.com 

AVERAGE TIME: 3 and a half hours 

PRICE: Special price for Worldpuzzle-Students, only 26€ 

NOTE: You will be fully equipped with a guided tour, bicycle, helmet, water bottle, special pastry, special drink, 
insurance. 

 

 

WORLDPUZZLE LDA. – RUA DO ALECRIM 47,3A – INFO@WORLDPUZZLE.PT - +351960485959 

Buchen Sie zum weltweit niedrigsten Preis:

https://www.languagecourse.net/schule-worldpuzzle-portuguese-school-lissabon.php3

+1 646 503 18 10 +44 330 124 03 17 +34 93 220 38 75 +33 1-78416974 +41 225 180 700 +49 221 162 56897 +43 720116182

+31 858880253 +7 4995000466 +46 844 68 36 76 +47 219 30 570 +45 898 83 996 +39 02-94751194 +48 223 988 072

+81 345 895 399 +55 213 958 08 76 +86 19816218990
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